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Abstract— Urban mobility is rapidly shifting toward
electrification. Yet, limited range and availability of charging
infrastructure will remain issues for Electric Vehicles (EVs) for
the foreseeable future. Effectively managing these limitations
for both individual vehicles as well as entire regions and cities
requires accurate predictions of energy demand. Current tool
chains such as Simulation of Urban Mobility (SUMO) already
make use of simplistic energy consumption models. However,
these models are often applicable only to specific vehicles and do
not consider individual powertrain components’ characteristics.
We close this gap and present a physics-based model for
calculating energy consumption using component level modeling
of the vehicle powertrain. The model is validated for EVs
of different car segments against manufacturer data and test
bench measurements. Through an open-source integration into
SUMO, the model is available for public use. To showcase
the possibilities of the proposed model and its flexibility, we
perform a case study to predict the future energy demand
of an exemplary mid-sized European city. The results show
a strongly increasing demand for electric energy and underline
the importance of considering heterogeneous vehicle fleets with
different individual energy efficiency levels.

I. I NTRODUCTION AND M OTIVATION
The ongoing electrification of vehicle powertrains represents a key technology on the road to sustainable mobility, especially in metropolitan areas [1]. To exploit the
full environmental potential of vehicle electrification and
achieve widespread acceptance of the technology, a demandoriented infrastructure design is required that mitigates the
disadvantages of the limited driving range and long charging
duration. Therefore, energy consumption has to be considered
very carefully both on the individual vehicle level and on
city-scale. Microscopic traffic simulations, such as Simulation
of Urban Mobility (SUMO), are particularly suitable for this
type of analysis as they provide information down to the level
of individual vehicles. Despite entailing considerable effort
to generate realistic traffic scenarios (cf.[2]), the availability
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of detailed information about trips and trajectories for every
simulated road user provides a decent basis to estimate the
individual vehicles’ energy consumption as well as networkwide demands. However, existing Electric Vehicle (EV)
energy consumption models for microsimulators are often
highly simplified, applicable only to specific vehicles, and
do not consider the characteristics of individual powertrain
components. As a results, they may lead to unrealistic energy
consumption.
We thus propose a computationally efficient model for
EV energy consumption calculation that is described in
Section III. Its component-based design allows a simple but
accurate estimation of all relevant physical effects in an EV’s
powertrain. To ensure the validity of the model, we validate
it against a chassis dynamometer measurement and against
manufacturer’s information of various EVs on the market.
Further, we integrated the model into SUMO to enable EV
simulations of various scales and scenarios. It is available
for public use on GitHub.1 By using this implementation,
vehicles can be equipped with an electric powertrain device
that computes the electric energy consumption during the
simulation. The model can also report invalid power or torque
demands to validate the simulated driving behavior. As a
whole, this enables users to perform large scale simulations
with EVs and obtain fine-grained energy consumption data.
The SUMO implementation as well as a detailed comparison
to the existing SUMO model are depicted in Section IV.
Finally, to demonstrate a possible application of the
proposed model, a case study is presented in Section V to
evaluate the future energy demand of an exemplary mid-sized
city with temporal and spatial resolution of consumption
data. Additionally, the impact of different electrification rates
and different scenarios for the market share of each vehicle
segment is explored. This showcases the capabilities of the
model to gain both aggregated city-scale and fine-grained
energy consumption predictions.
In summary, our main contributions are as follows:
•
•

•

we developed an accurate, adaptable and computationally
inexpensive EV powertrain energy consumption model,
we integrated the model into the SUMO simulator
including five different vehicles validated on publicly
available data, available on GitHub1 and
we analyzed the electric energy demand for EVs in an
urban driving scenario for the years 2025 and 2030.

1 https://github.com/mechatronics-RWTH/sumo/tree/
ev_powertrain_device
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II. R ELATED W ORK
First introduced in 2001, SUMO has become one of the
most commonly used open-source tools for microscopic traffic
simulation. Since 2014, SUMO offers its own built-in model
for energy consumption of EVs [3] which will be referred
to as “SUMO’s model” from here on. It calculates battery
energy based on the difference in the vehicle’s potential and
kinetic energy within two time steps. It considers losses from
driving resistances as well as auxiliary energy consumers, but
disregards the physical powertrain behavior. Conversion of
electrical energy of the battery into mechanical energy at the
wheel and vice versa is simplified by assuming a constant
efficiency for propulsion and recuperation respectively. Those
limitations led to various extensions of the SUMO model
and the development of more advanced models by other
contributors. Firstly, an adjustment of the recuperation efficiency depending on the vehicle’s deceleration was proposed
to model the brake balance between electric motor and
mechanical brakes [4]. Another improvement was achieved
in [5] by accounting for temperature-dependent effects on
the energy loss through a linear balancing term for ambient
temperature deviation. In [6] various existing models and
a new one proposed by the authors were compared along
multiple driving cycles and test scenarios using SUMO.
However, the proposed model was neither integrated into
SUMO nor its implementation released. It was used to produce
results based on traces exported by SUMO. Most recently,
the latest version of the SUMO model was reviewed based
on one specific EV model concluding that the primary causes
of inaccuracy are recuperation phases and losses caused by
the auxiliary consumers [7].
The estimation of traffic-related electric energy demand as
a main field of application for EV consumption models has
become an active area of research, often providing a basis
for studies on the charging infrastructure. Some contributions
like [8] forgo explicit modeling of EVs’ energy consumption
to predict future charging demands, but instead derive the
demand from battery capacities of current EVs on the market
and assume randomly distributed battery State of Charge
(SOC) levels when arriving at a charging station. Another
common approach for estimating city-wide energy demand is
realized by considering a constant [9]–[11] or linear, speeddependent [12] energy consumption per electrically driven
distance. This obviously lacks in accuracy for any real-world
driving pattern. Probably closest to our approach are the
contributions by [13] and [14]. To evaluate large-scale energy
consumption in Sweden and Singapore, respectively, speed
and road gradient dependent, map-based consumption models
for EVs are used along a mesoscopic traffic simulation with
relatively low spatial resolution.
Overall, despite various modifications over time, the
SUMO model still exhibits some inaccuracies, especially
in recuperation phases, and neglects the individual powertrain
characteristics of EVs with different vehicle sizes. This
paper aims at overcoming this limitations by introducing
a component-level EV powertrain model for SUMO. In
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Powertrain of a battery electric vehicle with rear-wheel drive.

combination with an urban traffic scenario, we show that
this type of modeling can be a valuable tool for estimating
energy demands on varying scales.
III. E NERGY C ONSUMPTION M ODEL FOR E LECTRIC
V EHICLES
The following section covers the description and validation
of the developed EV energy consumption model denoted as
the “proposed model”.
A. Model Description
The powertrain of a battery electric vehicle usually consists
of a high voltage battery, an electric machine with power
electronics and a transmission as displayed in Figure 1. In
addition, auxiliary energy consumers are to be considered. To
enhance the accuracy of the energy consumption calculation
in the traffic microsimulation, each powertrain component
is modeled individually according to its unique efficiency
characteristics. Further, modeling components individually
opens up the possibility to adapt the model quickly to
EVs of varying powertrain sizing. The proposed model is
implemented as a backward calculation model that determines
the components’ operating points and losses based on the
required traction forces for the observed vehicle motion. This
way of modeling does not allow for accurate calculations at
power and traction limits since the causality of the motion is
not considered, but enables the detection of unrealistic driving
maneuvers that exceed the motor’s physical boundaries.
The necessary driving force FW at the wheel is calculated
based on the vehicles velocity v and acceleration a and its
driving resistance parameters (see Equation (1)). The force to
overcome a slope α is calculated using the product of vehicle
mass m, gravitational constant g and the sine of the slope α.
The rolling friction is modeled using the product of vehicle
mass m, gravitational constant g, friction coefficient fr and
the cosine of α. Aerodynamic drag is calculated based on
the air density ρ, drag coefficient cw , vehicle frontal area
Af and the squared velocity v. The force to overcome the
vehicles inertia is calculated from its mass m and acceleration
a and corrected for the impact of rotational components in
the powertrain using an equivalence factor ei . The resulting
torque at the wheels is the product of the driving force FW
and the effective radius of the wheel rW .
ρ
FW = mg sin α + mgfr cos α + cw Af v 2 + mei a
2
TW = FW · rW

(1)
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(3)

The efficiency characteristics of the electric motor are
modeled using a two dimensional map that outputs the loss
power PEM,loss based on the rotational speed nEM and
torque of the electric motor TEM .
PEM,el = PEM,mech + PEM,Loss
PEM,loss = f (nEM , TEM )

100

(4)

Apart from the driving resistances, the electric motor losses
are the main impacting factor on the overall energy consumption. The majority of these losses scale non-linearly with the
size of the motor, and any changes in the model parameters,
except for the ones related to the battery, result in different
motor operating points. While most model parameters can be
obtained from openly available sources like sales brochures
or datasheets, power loss maps are generally unavailable. To
generate customized power loss maps for different vehicles
with individual motor specifications nevertheless, the motor
design tool developed in [15] is utilized. Given a set of
motor parameters, it calculates power loss maps based on the
physical effects inside the motor. Note that the motor design
tool is designed only for Permanent-Magnet Synchronous
Motors (PMSMs), so only EVs with this type of machine
are considered in this study, although the powertrain model
itself is not restricted to a specific motor type. Additional
losses in the power electronics converting direct current to
alternating currents and vice-versa are subsequently applied to
the map by assuming a constant efficiency of 97 %. Figure 2
shows the resulting power loss map modeled to match the
specifications of the BMW i3. It can be observed that motor
losses are increasing non-linearly with speed and absolute
torque. The red lines at the respective maximum of the first
and fourth quadrants represent the torque limits of the motor.
Both minimum and maximum torque are assumed constant in
the basic speed range until they reach their respective nominal
speed. From there on, the field weakening restricts the motor
torque under constant power. Both curves are determined
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The minimum (negative) powertrain torque provided to
the wheels TW,min is determined according to the (negative)
torque limit TEM,min and (negative) power PEM,min limit
of the electric motor and the transmission ratio and efficiency.
Any additional braking torque to reach the overall required
torque at the wheels TW needs to be provided by the
mechanical braking system.
TW,min = max

Motor Torque / Nm

The transmission includes a reduction gear as well as a
differential gear-set resulting in an overall transmission ratio
iT from the electric motor shaft to the wheel. Its efficiency
is assumed to be constant at ηT . The resulting mechanical
torque at the electric motor TEM is then calculated from the
torque at the wheel TW according to Equation (2).
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Motor power loss map for the BMW i3 as modeled using [15].
TABLE I
E NERGY C ONSUMPTION

Vehicle

Car Segment

VW e-up!
BMW i3
VW ID.3
VW ID.4
SUV

A
B
C
D
J

WLTC Consumption in kWh/100 km
Manufacturer Proposed
SUMO
Data
Model
Model
14.5–14.9
15.3–16.3
15.4–15.9
18.2–18.5
n.a.

14.8
15.5
15.9
18.6
23.7

13.8
14.4
15
17.8
22.1

by the parameters maximum (minimum) motor torque and
power.
The electrical power at the battery is then calculated as the
sum of the electrical power of the electric motor PEM,el and
the auxiliary consumers’ power Paux,el that is assumed to
be constant for this study. The chemical power of the battery
PBat,chem is modeled using an internal resistance model with
an open circuit voltage of U0 and an internal resistance of
Ri according to Equation (5).
PBat,el = PEM,el + Paux,el
s
U02
U02 − 4Ri PBat,el
PBat,chem =
− U0
2Ri
4Ri2

(5)

PBat,chem represents the model output. By multiplication
with the simulation step size, the energy consumption can be
determined for the current time step.
B. Model Validation
Due to the generic structure of the proposed model, it can be
adapted to any electric vehicle with the powertrain topology
displayed in Figure 1 by adjusting the model parameters
accordingly. To prove both scalability and accuracy, a twostage validation process is applied. In the first step, we
compare the results in the Worldwide harmonized Light
vehicles Test Cycle (WLTC) for EVs from various car
segments. To demonstrate the capability to reproduce the
electrical battery power in a transient driving profile, the
predicted battery power of the proposed model is compared
against a test bench measurement in a second step.
For validation across a wide range of vehicle sizes, five
EVs representative of different vehicle segments are simulated
in the WLTC with the proposed model and compared to the
manufacturer’s type approval information (c.f., Table I). The
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To enable the use of the proposed model in simulation
studies, we integrated it into SUMO. The model is available
online for public use (see link on Page 1).
A. SUMO Integration
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Fig. 3. Comparison of electric battery power in WLTC between the proposed
model and a chassis dynamometer measurement.

same vehicles are also used for the case study in Section V.
As an A-segment vehicle the VW e-up! was chosen, the
BMW i3 is a B-segment vehicle, with the VW ID.3 and ID.4
representing the segments C and D, respectively. Since there
is currently no J-segment vehicle in the EV market with a
powertrain topology matching the modeled one (cf. Figure 1),
an exemplary J-segment vehicle was parametrized based on
an actual vehicle with slightly different topology from this
segment. All model parameters used for this study can be
found in Table II and will be analyzed further in Section IV.
Since Worldwide harmonized Light vehicles Test Procedure
(WLTP) specifications include losses that occur during battery
charging (see [16]), all modeled energy consumption values
are determined by applying an additional charging efficiency
of 90 % after the simulation. The results, including the energy
consumption determined using SUMO’s model, are listed in
Table I. The range of energy consumption stated by the
manufacturers can generally be reproduced accurately for
each considered vehicle with the proposed model.
To rule out the possibility that only the accumulated battery
power, but not its exact course correspond to the real behavior,
an additional, more detailed analysis was conducted for the
BMW i3 by measuring the real electrical power at the battery
on a chassis dynamometer in the WLTC and comparing
it with the simulated power consumption. Thereby, the
measured electrical power at the battery terminal corresponds
to the electrical battery power PEM,el in Equation (5). The
resulting battery power in Figure 3 shows that all four
WLTC segments are reproduced with high fidelity in transient
driving mode. Notable deviations occur almost exclusively
in short load peaks. Here, also the difference between the
prescribed WLTC speed and the actual vehicle speed on the
chassis dynamometer has to be considered. Especially in the
extra high segment, the test bench driver has to readjust
the accelerator pedal position constantly resulting in the
fluctuating battery power of the testbench vehicle, while
the simulated vehicle follows the specified speed without
any deviation. Overall, the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE)
over the entire cycle is 4.99 kW. Still, the cumulative battery
power over the entire cycle deviates by only about 1 %. Thus,
it can be shown that not only the total results, but also the
exact profile of the battery power is reproduced precisely
with the proposed model.

The proposed model is implemented as an (optional) device
in SUMO. Vehicles in the simulation can be configured
as EVs by providing the model parameters for its vehicle
type (vType). The implemented device computes the electric
power consumption in every time step. Further, it also checks
the validity of the vehicle’s driving state in order to detect
operating points beyond the limits of the motor.
Individual vehicles or entire classes of them can be
equipped with this EV powertrain device. This allows
simulations with various EVs at the same time and preserves
compatibility with many other SUMO features, e.g., vehicle
type sampling, different driver models, elevation data, etc.
Each vehicle type with an EV powertrain device can have
the model parameters specified as vehicle type attributes.
All computed quantities can be saved to an XML file as it
is typical for SUMO. This file contains the model’s input
parameters (speed, acceleration, and slope) and the resulting
chemical battery power as well as a validity indicator for
each vehicle and time step. These results are gathered for all
EV powertrain devices in the simulation, across all EV types.
While the proposed model is ready for simulation studies,
some steps of further integration into SUMO still remain
open. The data produced by the proposed model is currently
not accessible via the SUMO GUI or TraCI. Also, due to the
implementation as a backwards model, there is no coupling
between the proposed model and the driver models to limit
the speed in order to avoid invalid states or the battery model
to track the battery SOC yet.
B. Comparison to SUMO Model
In the following, we highlight the main differences between
the proposed model and SUMO’s model and analyze the
impact on the resulting energy consumption. There are four
major features that sets the proposed model apart from the
SUMO model. The proposed model
• contains individual models for all powertrain components,
• uses a characteristic map to derive speed and torque
dependent motor power losses,
• limits the energy that can be recuperated through
regenerative braking and
• detects and reports invalid states if the torque, speed or
power demand exceeds the motor limits.
For a seamless switching between the SUMO model and the
proposed one, the configuration set of vehicle type attributes
are compatible and have only been extended by additional
parameters. A complete overview of all parameters from
both models is given in Table II for the BMW i3 where
all values originate from public sources only. Configuration
files of all EVs considered in this paper (c.f. Table I) are
available with the released model. Since the power demand

SUMO model

1417 kg
12.5 kgm2
0.007
2.38 m2
0.29
0.3498 m
96 %
9.665
125 000 W
250 Nm
50 000 W
77 Nm
f(nEM ,TEM )
360 W
0.0768 Ω
370 V
-

1417 kg
12.5 kgm2
0.007
0
2.38 m2
0.29
82 %
82 %
125 000 W
360 W
39 000 Wh
0.1 km/h

ηP rop = ηRecu = |{z
96 %} · 90
|{z%} · 97
|{z%} · 98
|{z%} = 82 %
Gearbox

Motor

As the WLTC results in Table I indicate, the SUMO model
generally underestimates the energy consumption, which is
consistent with previous studies [7]. Overall, the resulting differences in energy consumption amount to 4–7 % depending
on the vehicle. Since the calculation of driving resistances as
well as the gearbox and inverter efficiencies coincide in both
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from the driving resistances is calculated in the same way, the
associated parameters coincide. However, the SUMO model
only uses two constant efficiencies to describe the conversion
from mechanical wheel power to chemical battery power and
vice versa, while the proposed model requires the parameters
of all powertrain components. Among these, the characteristic
power loss map (see Figure 2) is the most elaborate one. As
mentioned in Section III, it is generated with the motor design
tool [15]. The resulting MATLAB array is then converted
into a serialized array stored in the vehicle type attributes
by executing the provided convertMapMat2XML script. In
the simulation, the map gets sampled for the closest point
available to interpolate the instantaneous motor power loss.
The maximum (minimum) motor power and torque enable
the limitation and validation of the motor’s operating point.
For the comparison of model accuracy, both models are
executed in SUMO with the same BMW i3 parametrization,
where applicable (cf. Table II). To achieve comparable results,
the propulsion and recuperation efficiencies of the SUMO
model need to be aligned with the components’ efficiencies.
While this is easily possible for the gearbox and inverter as
they are represented by a constant efficiency themselves, the
electric motor and battery efficiencies can only be estimated
based on average values. In this way, the propulsion and
recuperation efficiencies ηP rop and ηRecu for the comparison
can be approximated.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of battery power for on an exemplary trip between the
proposed model and the SUMO model for a BMW i3.

models, the gain in accuracy can be exclusively attributed to
the motor’s and battery’s operating point-dependent efficiency
and the limited recuperation capability.
For an in-depth investigation of those two effects under
more realistic urban conditions, a representative driving
sequence (see Figure 4) is selected from the trips for the
case study performed in Section V and executed with both
models. In contrast to the WLTC, this sequence contains
more aggressive acceleration and deceleration phases, a
noisy acceleration signal and a varying downward slope.
The comparison of the instantaneous battery power reveals
that the difference between the models can be significantly
higher under more realistic conditions. For the considered
500 s sequence, the energy consumption predicted by the
proposed model is 1.73 times higher than the result from
the SUMO model. Those deviations result both from the
limited recuperation capability in acceleration peaks and from
shifted load peaks under nearly constant speed and slope. The
changes in motor efficiency due to the shifted load points are
particularly pronounced when the motor is operated at low
speed and torque. The downward slope further leads to a lower
motor torque and thus less efficient motor operation. Both
results in a small but consistent underestimation of battery
power illustrated by the constantly diverging battery energy
in the upper diagram of Figure 4. High deviations, on the
other hand, appear during strong deceleration phases where
the motor’s torque and power constraints limit the battery
power. In these situations, as it is the case in the real vehicle,
the proposed model caps the recoverable energy, while the
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Fig. 5. Distribution of the proportion of recuperated energy to total energy
per trip.

SUMO model feeds all the energy back into the battery. Those
high deviations in the recuperated battery energy occur less
frequently compared to the consistent underestimation of the
motor efficiency, but has a greater impact on the final energy
consumption (cf. the second diagram in Figure 4).
For further evaluation of the recuperation phases and the
advantages of the introduced motor limits, we analyze all
trips from the case study in Section V and compare the total
proportion of recuperated to consumed battery energy during
the trip. The resulting distributions for the proposed model
(blue) and the SUMO model (orange) are shown in Figure 5.
In [6] proportions of recuperated energy of 7–31 %,
strongly depending on the considered driving cycle, are
reported in simulation with a detailed energy consumption
model. Since the trips considered in Figure 5 contain lots
of stop-and-go maneuvers, the share of recuperated energy
tends to be generally higher. However, the proposed model is
still close to the expected range with an average recuperation
proportion of 32 %, whereas the majority of trips conducted
with the SUMO model (average proportion of 45 %) exceed
this range by far. In addition to the overall lower amount of
recuperated energy, Figure 5 also illustrates a wider range of
recuperation proportions for the SUMO model.
In terms of computation performance we could not detect
a significant difference in runtime between the models. In
the case study, the difference was less than 1 % on average.
V. C ASE S TUDY
In the following, we utilize the implementation of the
proposed model in SUMO for a large-scale case study. The
goal is to predict the current and future electric energy
demand caused by passenger cars in Paderborn, Germany. We
simulated the traffic of a regular weekday with an increasing
EV share to model the evolution of traffic electrification in
the coming years. We further considered three scenarios of
varying market shares of different EV segments.
The simulation study utilizes the Paderborn traffic simulation scenario [17]. It models the city of Paderborn, a typical
mid-sized European city with around 150 000 inhabitants.
The scenario contains the core of the city as well as outskirts
(cf. Figure 9). Road types include major highways, arterial
roads and urban streets, down to residential and industrial
areas, all augmented with elevation data. The scenario comes
with a traffic demand data set of more than 200 000 trips
over a 24 hour period with up to 3000 simultaneously active
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TABLE III
E STIMATED FUTURE EV SHARE
Year

EV Share in %
Min.
Mean
Max.

2020
2025
2030

0.29
2.47
9.15

0.29
2.91
10.66

0.29
3.36
12.16

vehicles. It resembles a typical day of the week, with the daily
traffic demand curve resembling real-world measurements.
Simulations were performed using SUMO version 1.6.0
(enhanced with our powertrain device), the default Krauss
car following model and a step size of 1 s.
A. Traffic Electrification Scenarios
Traffic-related electric energy demands are primarily driven
by the absolute number of electric vehicles on the streets.
For this case study we obtained the predicted minimum
and maximum number of EVs in Germany2 to estimate the
evolution of the EV shares in 2025 and 2030. The predicted
EV shares are listed in Table III including the official data
for 20203 . For the purpose of this study, it is assumed that
the presented Germany-wide numbers also hold true for the
city of Paderborn.
In addition to the absolute number of EVs, the future
energy demand is also influenced by the distribution among
the car segments. As Table I indicates, energy consumption
per driven distance varies significantly between the different
vehicle types. Since the general trend for EVs is still uncertain,
three scenarios are considered for this study based on the five
largest car segments by sales numbers among the EVs (A,
B, C, D, J) and the actual distribution in Germany in 2020:
• Scenario 1 (Base): The distribution of car segments
among the electric vehicles from 2020 remains constant
until 2030.
• Scenario 2 (A+B Dominance): Mini and small vehicles
(segments A and B) hold a dominant market share in the
2 https://www2.deloitte.com/de/de/pages/
consumer-industrial-products/articles/
elektromobilitaet-in-deutschland.html
3 https://www.kba.de/DE/Presse/Pressemitteilungen/
2021/Allgemein/pm01_2021_E_Antrieb.html?nn=3033620
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Daily energy demand of electric passenger cars in Paderborn.

EV market in Germany compared to the entire vehicle
fleet. For this scenario, a further growth of these two
segments by 1% per year starting at a constant level
with an equally proportioned decrease of the C, D and
J segment is assumed.
• Scenario 3 (J Dominance): Since 2010, the overall
market share of Sports Utility Vehicles (SUVs) (segment
J) has increased by at least 13 % per year4 . In this
scenario, it is assumed that this trend is also reflected
in the EV market. Starting at an expansion rate of 13 %
per year, a constant decrease by 1 % per year due to
market saturation and an evenly distributed reduction of
the four remaining segments is considered.
The three resulting distributions among the car segments
are visualized in Figure 6 for the mean EV shares over the
next 10 years from Table III.
B. Results
To estimate the future energy demand, simulations were
conducted for all EV shares in Table III and each of the
three distribution scenarios. For better comparability, we
used the same trips for each of the simulation runs while
randomly sampling EVs to the trips according to the respective
penetration rate. To rule out distortions caused by adverse
initialization, every combination was repeated 15 times
with random seeds for SUMO (3 different seeds) and the
assignments of EVs to the trips (5 different seeds). The
proposed model has proven robust against these variations,
with deviation of less than 1 % in total energy demand.
Furthermore, we observed a considerable number of cases
where the SUMO driver model produced unrealistic driving
states, especially on highway sections where motor torque
was limited by the proposed model.
1) Overall energy demand: The estimated evolution of the
total energy demand over time for the three studied scenarios
is shown in Figure 7 where each bar represents the predicted
range resulting from the minimum and maximum EV shares
in Table III. As expected, a linear relationship between the
city-wide energy demand and the number of electric vehicles
is determined. The strong increase in energy demand between
4 https://www.kba.de/DE/Statistik/Fahrzeuge/
Bestand/Segmente/b_segmente_inhalt.html?nn=2598042

2025 and 2030 can thus be attributed to the rising number
of EVs in this period. While the current electric energy
demand of around 1.6 MWh is not yet significant, an average
increase by a factor of 36 is expected until 2030. The resulting
57.7 MWh correspond to 7.2 % of Paderborn’s overall energy
demand for a regular weekday in the summer of 2019, with
charging losses not yet considered. However, depending on
the development of EV sales and their distribution among
the car segments, the expected urban energy demand varies
by up to 30 MWh in 2030.
The effect of absolute EV penetration is significantly larger
than the effect of varying vehicle segments, as can be seen
from the figures for 2025. Due to the relatively small number
of electric vehicles overall, the absolute impact of the various
distributions on the vehicle segments is still minor. In 2030,
however, the differences in the expected energy demand
are already much more pronounced. A comparison between
scenario 2 (A+B Dominance) and scenario 3 (J Dominance)
with the mean EV market penetration yields a difference
of 14.9 MWh. This corresponds to a fluctuation of 26 % in
relation to the mean value from the base scenario for the
same distance traveled. In fact, all A and B segment vehicles
in scenario 2 require nearly the same amount of energy as all
SUVs in scenario 3. Despite only holding 49 % of the total
EV fleet, the J segment vehicles are responsible for 59 % of
the total energy demand.
2) Temporal distribution of energy demand: While results
have always been aggregated for a whole day so far, the
temporal resolution is crucial for an accurate demand analysis,
for example as a first step to design an intelligent charging
management. Figure 8 illustrates the course of power and
cumulative energy demand over 24 hours for the base scenario
with mean electrification rate in 2030, divided into five-minute
segments. The power demand drops almost to zero in the
middle of the night and then strongly increases to the first
peak around 8:00 h mainly caused by commuters. After a
slight decrease, the power demand stagnates at around 3 MW
until it reaches its second, slightly higher peak at around
16:30 h. From this time on, the power demand decreases
constantly while people drive back home and the majority
of vehicles remain parked. Note that Figure 8 represents
the actual consumption on the street that is not directly
transferable, but temporally ahead of the power grid demand.

cases. Finally, we showcased the applicability of the model in
a case study that estimates the passenger car related energy
of a mid-sized European city with increasing proportions of
EVs and marked shares among EVs of different car segments.
Future work involves integrating the model into the next
official SUMO release. We also target a deeper integration,
e.g., regarding feedback of invalid states to the driver models
and interaction with the battery device. Furthermore, we
plan to utilize the model for energy-aware routing and public
charging infrastructure design to prepare cities for the growing
demand of EVs.
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